
Sirs:
Why mingle disciplined, strikingly per-

ceptive articles and stories (Elmer Gage:
American Indian; Somebody Else, All of
a Sudden, Somebody New) with witless,
snickering poems (Lines for the Almost
Gone)? Is there a demand for such un-
forgettable barracks-room chanteys? If
'there were some grain of inspiration it
would be acceptable, even sad.

There is demand, and it is growing, for
the caliber of the aforementioned pieces.
So please don't honor the patchwork
"Lines" that flow into your offices; pub-
lish the sensitive, punchy stuff - to the
delight, and the appreciation of your faith-
ful readers.

NEW YORK CITY

Sirs:
For some time I have wanted to say

"Thanks" to those men and women who
ordered copies of my book Crime Against
Nature before it was even printed. That
they did so, really awed me, and I felt
very humble that people would bt-y a book
that I had written before it was published.

I had often wondered how to say thanks
to these people. Possibly they live in
many parts of our country and maybe
some even live in other countries. Perhaps
I know a few of them personally - I don't
know. But I would like to take each one
by the hand and say, "Thank you for
your great kindness." I will not be so im-
modest as to say that it would have been
a great book, but I will express a deeply-
felt conviction that it did contain a mes-
sage of real value for thinking men and
women everywhere today.

Anyway, as I was thinking again of the
book and those who had ordered copies
of it, the very obvious thought came to me
that since those who ordered Crime did so
as a result of the announcements in ONE
Magazine I could say "Thank you" to
these readers through the same columns
of our magazine.

GEOFFREY NEILSON

Sirs:
What sly cats you are at ONE ! Your

talented Mark Haldane's enticing March
"Pisces" cover was appropriate for the
month and beautifully executed except for
one clever anatomical error. Either Mark
put those gorgeous masculine hands on the
wrong arms of that up-front scuba diver
purposely to stimulate fan mail, or your
Thursday evening survey team put him up
to it in order to catch all us innocent
picture-voyeurs. Which was it?

STUDIO CITY
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Sirs:
That troublesome and unrealistic num-

ber 21 keeps cropping up, and I wonder if
the time will ever arrive when the hypo-
crisy that surrounds the homosexual -
individual and collective - can be aban-
doned.

What the organized homosexuals want
is a reform in the law that will permit
"consenting adults" to have sexual rela-
tions in privacy withor-t interference.

And this would be an advance - no
doubt about it.

But it would not bring on the millenium.
On the contrary, it would merely compli-
cate a situation already sufficiently com-
plex. It would reenforce present society's
denial of what Kinsey revealed clearly in
print, and what most of us recognized long
before Kinsey.

To wit - sexual activity begins well be-
for the age of 21. Repeatedly, over the
years, short stories, if not articles, printed
in ONE have portrayed the first awakenings
of sexual passion in young boys toward
each other, or toward older men.

Yet we persist in the hypocrisy that not
until he is 21 does an individual need
asurance of an unharrassed sex life. Non-
sense. Sex with some boys starts earlier
than with others, but there seems no bio-
logical evidence that it waits around obe-
diently for the individual to turn 21.

The law was made for men, not man
for the law. Why doesn't organized homo-
sexuality strike out right now to get some
common sense into sex laws? Better still,
Why doesn't it fight to wipe from the
books all laws affecting sex between con-
senting persons physically adolescent and
older? Against hurt and violence in sex as
in other fields of ot-r behavior there must
of course be laws. But normal, gentle, non-
harmful sex, is not matter for the law
courts,

And the age limitation is absurd. I
began at 16 having sexual relations to
climax with boys of my own age. I could
name literally dozens in my town who did.
Whole gangs of high school boys used to
frequent the swimming pool of a mansion
in a wealthy district in our town - whose
owners were away traveling at the time.

By the age of 21 a lot of these boys,
including myself, were married, and many
more soon followed that course. Plenty did
not, and I still encounter them from time
to time when I visit gay places. We talk
over those happy years between ages 15
and 21: they were lively enough to keep
discussion going for a long time.

BRAINERD

One
The HOlllosexual
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Things are happening at ONE.
If you have been a subscriber or newsstand buyer over the years, you

are aware that the magazine is changing. Its appearance is changing. So is
its content.

And these are indices to a deeper change.
One wants to continue to serve its homosexual readership. It has always

had this goal. Its articles have been aimed at giving homosexuals a focussed
understanding of the world in which they live and the special problems posed
for them by that world.

At present we are keen on giving this homosexual readership an aware-
ness of its identity with other alert and informed Americans. For example,
our lead article, "The Right to Read," in the April issue, was important to
homosexuals - but it was important to them as responsible citizens whose
peril is greater than average when civil rights are abridged.

Our lead article in the May issue touched on a problem too often
suppressed - the problem of suicide. Its special cogency for homosexuals
was a primary reason. for its publication. But it again was meant to help
homosexuals realize that they have points in common with the rest of our
troubled contemporary world.

Most importantly, however, neither of these articles, nor the article in
this issue, was meant only for homosexuals. They were meant to reach hetero-
sexual readers as well - to give them notice that proportionately as many
homosexuals as heterosexuals are vitally concerned with the issues of basic
freedom and social responsibility.

ONE wants to reach heterosexuals. It has always wanted this. One of
the purposes cited in every issue of the magazine is: " ... to promote among the
general public an interest, knowledge and understanding of the problems of
variation .... " This is basic to ONE's reason for being. The editors believe
it is time for ONE to fulfill this purpose.

But the editors cannot do this alone. As it always has, ONE depends
upon its readers, upon you, to help it in its program of making homosexuals
and their way of life understandable and acceptable to the heterosexual major-
ity. To act upon this imperative will take courage. But until this courage is
found, ONE is going to be hampered by reaching only those readers who least
need to be persuaded and educated.

With the help of its friends, ONE can reach heterosexual men and women
capable oj learning from it and of forming enlightened attitudes toward sexual
deviation. Without the help of its readers in this task, ONE is faced with the
doubtful future of talking only to itself.

ONE must begin reaching heterosexuals. For you to help it, do so will
be to help yourself.

4

Nonconformism in

La Belle
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PART I

BYZANTINISM AND

"ARTISTIC" WRITING

translated from Arcadie,

Paris, France

by Marcel Martin

For a score of years or more the
period around 1900 has been much
in fashion - so much so, in fact,
that it has been forthrightly and un-
hesitatingly designated as the Belle
Epoque, a sobriquet intended to sug-
gest the ornately quilted furniture,
the pleasingly plump women, and
the relaxed moral climate of the turn
of the century. Perhaps one reason
for this popularity is to be found in
the fact that it is to those years pre-
ceding the first World War that be-
longs the youth of the old, old men
who today control the press, the the-
ater, the movies, and literature -
all the media which most influence
public taste. Another reason may lie
in the fact that the seductive lines,
the overstuffed and heavy decor, and
the unmechanized luxuriousness so
characteristic of that period, exercise
upon our imaginations an attraction
comparable to that of those exotic
lands so greatly admired in this same
period.

Today each of us has a picture of
the Belle Epoque which varies in
accordance with our individual ages,
Those of us who are less than forty
are apt to look back upon this period
with curiosity, some affection per-
haps, but essentially in the same way
that we look upon the Second Em-
pire, the Restoration, or the Old
Regime as somewhat magical periods
of which we have heard fascinating
tales but with which we have little
in common and which seem so very
far away that its peoples might well
have lived upon another planet.
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Those of us between forty and
sixty have, on the other hand, heard
first hand accounts of those glitter-
ing years from our own parents; we
have known some of its spokesmen,
and, in our youth, caught whiffs of
its perfumes and heard echoes of its
last melodies. To this group the Belle
Epoque, as are the 1920's to my
generation, is a period in which their
parents wore funny looking clothing
and paraded them as children in great
perambulators which provoke every-
one to laughter whenever we look
over the yellowed photographs in the
family album.

Then there are those who have
already entered their sixties and who,
in their youth, were a part of the
Belle Epoque. It is the fact of their
continued existence which most sharp-
ly forces the social historian to face
up to his responsibilities, for, every-
thing considered, a mere half cen-
tury is not an eternity. 1900 is not
1650, and one cannot deal with the
intimate lives of the contemporaries
of M. Fallieres as one would with
those of Louis XIV's courtiers'!

When studying the 17th century,
for example, one can expect to be
reasonably thorough and to make a
precise and detailed examination of
all sources of information bearing
upon the subject under investigation.
The real difficulty lies in the fact
that source materials are S(I few that
the view they may offer of homo-
sexuality in the reign of Louis XIV,
for example, will always remain in-
complete. It is quite a different mat-
ter, however, when we undertake to
study a period as recent as 1900, for
our sources are now unlimited. News-
papers, satirical magazines, memoirs,
literary works, court scandals, the
theater, poetry, and even eye witness
accounts of some of our own con-
temporaries make it possible for any-
one who could even attempt to study
all the available material to write

not only an overall study but also
detailed studies so multifarious that
we can not attempt in this short es-
say to do more than sketch our sub-
ject in its broadest outlines.

The movies, the illustrated maga-
zines, and the display windows of the
antique shops have, since the end of
the last war, familiarized even the
least observant of our contemporaries
with the general decor of the Belle
Epoque. Everyone today recognizes
the sinuous curves - considered
modern in those days - which are
so much in evidence at the entrance
to every Paris subway station where
metal has been intricately wrought
to resemble leeks entwined with ex-
otic vines and vaguely obscene elon-
gated tulips. Everyone, too, is fa-
miliar with the gowns worn by Liane
de Pougy and the Countess Gref-
fulhe, the jackets and stiff collars
sported by Boni de Castellane and
Robert de Montesquiou, the drawing-
rooms strewn with potted palms,
leopard skins, pearl-fringed lamp-
shades, lacquered furniture, and
poufs, and from which' all light was
excluded by three thicknesses of
opaque draperies, and whose walls
were papered in sea-green or brown-
ish prints. Everyone knows the look
of the first automobiles and recog-
nizes pictures of the Exposition of
1900 with its imitation marble, its
minarets, its false Turks, false Japa-
nese, false Russians and all too real
pickpockets. And who does not rec-
ognize the gigantic hats, looking all
too like vegetable gardens, the black
lace umbrellas, the wasp-waisted
corsets, the halls of the Moulin
Rouge, Sarah Bernhardt and the
Grand Dukes? All of these things
have become so much a part of to-
day's folklore, nay, mythology, that
it is hardly necessary to point them
out.

Let us keep this picture in mind,
however, for, as we shall see, many

aspects of homosexuality around
1900 partake of the same decor and
are enshrouded in black velvet, scent-
ed with chypre and heliotrope, be-
decked with byzantine jewels, and
closeted carefully away from any
trace of fresh air. And it is, I think,
this last point that most notably dif-
ferentiates the customs and manners
of that period from those of today,

In the 1960's we love, we idolize,
even to excess, nature, light, the sun,
the sea, the mountains, and energiz-
ing and invigorating fresh air. Our
literature and our art are in perfect
accord with the tastes of the laborer
and the clerk, and with those of the
intellectual and the snob, when they
glorify vacations, sports of all kinds,
mad races, tanned skins, the healthy
odor of sweaty bodies, and midnight
swimming parties.

Our ancestors of 1900, however,
were of a different mind; they would
not have dreamed of bicycle riding
clad other than in full-length trous-
ers, of swimming in other than bath-
ing suits which concealed more of
the body than do today's sport clothes,
nor of sunbathing without the pro-
tection of a double row of umbrellas.
The Belle Epoque was completely
dedicated to the cult of "the Woman,"
but "the Woman" was a creature of
mystery with pale complexion, who
shunned the light and the open
air, a being encased in corsets and
shrouded in semi-darkness like some
Asiatic idol. This same concept per-
meated every aspect of life, and we
find it reflected in the stiff and cum-
bersome clothing, the heavy veils and
curtains, and in the literature of the
period which one could read at length
without ever finding a breath of fresh
air.

Separated from it by the span of
many years. we have come to think
of that period as being extraordinarily
carefree and gay, but it was, in real-
ity, atrociously pessimistic. With
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bodily comforts formerly undreamed
of, with peace, economic prosperity,
the first appearance of electricity, the
telephone, the automobile, even the
airplane, with everything necessary
to a life singularly free of problems,
still the thinkers of that day felt not
that they were witnessing the dawn
of a new era, but, rather, the last
years of a dying civilization. Fin de
siecle, "century's end", was an ex·
pression ever and continuously on
the pens of the literary men of the
time, almost all of whom took special
delight in the study of decadence -
of Rome and of Byzantium; they
searched feverishly for the rare sen-
sation, the bizarre, the abnormal, the
unique which, once they had captured
it, they strove to make even more
unique. They refined and distilled,
and this they did in a closely con-
fined and stifling atmosphere.

In the realm of sexual behavior-
which is our principal interest in this
study - this sought for ideal was
transmuted into an affectation for ex-
quisite debauchery, a groping for
the most original forms of vice, but,
alas, the range is all too limited, and
the boastings a product of extravagant
and esoteric neuroses.

One can, with little fear of contra-
diction, I believe, well say that the
principal concern of the homosexual
of today (and by homosexual I mean
the average homosexual - not the
hustler, not the pervert, nor the
night club female impersonator) is to
proclaim himself as a normal human
being whose sexual inclination is a
natural inclination which in no way
makes him an abject creature nor an
error of creation. The homosexual of
1900, however, would never have
dreamed of such an attitude; for
him, and particularly if he belonged
to cultivated and sophisticated so-
ciety, his only chance of gaining
acceptance of and forgiveness for his
anomaly - if he could not conceal
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it - was to exaggerate the abnormal
aspect of it and to pose as a Byzan-
tine or as a prince of the Renaissance,
to drink ether or smoke opium, to
bedeck himself with rings of cryso-
prase and carnelian, and to create for
himself the reputation of a "mon-
ster," which, in those days, was the
last word in smartness and dandy-
Ism.

Of course, what I have just said
is far too sweeping to be taken lit-
erally. To be sure, the homosexual
clerk who lived in constant fear of
being found out and fired, the homo-
sexual soldier for whom scandal
meant prison and courtmartial, the
homosexual laborer, valet or coach-
man did not wear either rings or
coats lined with lion skins like the
one Count Robert de Montesquiou
sported with such exquisite simplicity.
There can be no doubt that the bour-
geoisie, much less advanced on the
whole than it is today, particularly in
the provinces, abhorred and detested
homosexuality far more than it does
now. Hypocrisy in behavior was far
more implacable than it is today, and
the loneliness of those homosexuals not
fortunate enough to belong to the aris-
tocracy or to the world of literature
or the theater must have been dread-
ful. Even so, it was in this period
that, for the first time since the days
of Roman antiquity, we find men
who not only dared to proclaim their
non-conformist behavior, but who
dared to appear almost proud of it.

Today what is called "cafe" society
is composed essentially of writers,
actors, and artists intermixed with
aristocrats and the very wealthy
middle-class. There was no similar
society in 1900, for at that time
there still existed that supreme, ex-
quisite, inaccessible and highly re-
spected upper stratum of society
called the aristocracy which was the
arbiter of all things elegant, and
which exerted an almost magical at-

traction upon the bourgeoisie and
which was only just barely accessible
to the most successful writers and
the most fashionable artists.f

What this class liked, the rest of
society came, sooner or later, to like
also, and what was fashionable in
its circles, in the long run, became
fashionable even in the remotest prov-
inces. Let us remember this fact as we
observe that the aristocracy was ab-
solutely fascinated by the decadent,
by the neurotic, and the exquisitely
monstrous.

The literary heroes who best ex-
press or exemplify this special atti-
tude are, in France, the Due de
Freneuse from the novel, Monsieur
de Phocas, by Jean Lorrain, and the
Duc des Esseintes from Huysmans'
novel A Rebours (Against the Grain).
I have limited this statement to
France advisedly but in England,
which was living out its own cen-
tury's end under the sobriquet of the
"Naughty Nineties" Oscar Wilde had
created the character of Dorian Gray,
a first cousin to M. de Phocas and
Des Esseintes.

Des Esseintes we mention only in
passing both because his abnormal-
ity has only the slightest connection
with homosexuality, and because his
author, J oris-Karl Huysmans, was
not in the slighest homosexual. The
atmosphere created in A Rebours
is that of satanism, the black mass,
and occultism rather than that of
either sodomy or the bagnio.

It goes without saying, however,
that sexual- neuroses often go hand
in hand with mystic neuroses, and
the platonistic myth of the original
androgyne (man-woman) seems to
have obsessed quite a number of the
crackpots of the end of the century.
Le Siir Peladan, the celebrated magi-
cian and spiritual leader, wrote a
bombastic and esoteric philosophico-
mystical epic entitled La Decadence

latine in praise of androgyne and
gynander (woman-man.) 3

Jean torrain's hero, M. de Phocas,
alias the Duc de Treneuse, does not
indulge in black masses nor esoteric
myths, but, on the contrary, likes to
associate with second story men,
pimps, circus acrobats, morphine ad-
dicted duchesses and mad, mad
artists. Nowhere is it said that M. de
Phocas is homosexual, but he so
closely resembles the author himself
that it is easy to transpose that which
could be transposed and to recreate
the debaucheries of this extraordin-
arily Byzantine and decadent char-
acter against a more realistic back-
ground.?

I allow myself to cite a few pas-
sages from this novel of ] 901, for
they will demonstrate far better than
any lengthy analysis the morbid and
sickly world into which was born
some sixty years ago the horrifying
and detestable snobism of homosex-
uality.

Jean Lorrain took great pains to
embroider and proliferate the sym-
bols with which he underlines the
mental illness of his hero, a very
rich, idle aristocrat who is extreme-
ly representative of that decadent
aristocracy which characterizes the
high society of the Belle Epoque.
M. de Phocas has, among others,
an obsession for green eyes, and he
obstinately pursues a much dreamed-
of sea-green orb which he seeks not
only in the costly transparence of
precious stones and gold-laced enam-
els, but in the most varied faces.

Ballet dancers, lily complex-
ioned women of the Rat Mort (a
cabaret), fragile, weasel-faced soci-
ety women-I have had in my life-
time adolescent ballerinas, ema-
ciated, unhappy and world-weary
duchesses, melomaniacs and drug
addicts, female Jewish bankers with
eyes more deeply hollow than
those of any midnight prowler, and
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music hall supers who, at dinner,
spiked their Roederer (an expen-
sive champagne) with creosote; and
I've even had those unsexed deni-
zens of Montmartre and even some
disagreeable hermaphrodites. Both
as a snob and as a cad I've made
love to angular young girls, ter-
rifying and macabre, the essence
of phenol and tincture of green-
sickness, and of the most unbeliev-
able thinness.f
This passage, at the same time that

it provides a psychological pattern,
gives us an example of that repulsive
"artistic" writing, overly ornate,
precious, replete with strange and
recherche words, which was the death
of the literature of 1900. Even Huys-
mans is today often unreadable sim-
ply because of that style of writing
which so closely resembles that sub-
way entrance ironwork decoration of
which we have already spoken. And
who can read without laughing the
accounts of Maugis in Collette's Clau-
dine, which owes so much to the
pen of Willy, Collette's husband, one
of the most daring of the 1900-ites?

But let's return to M. de Phocas
and take an admiring look at this
piece of bravura, an evocation of a
nightmare sired by an all-pervading
neurosis.

All night long, strange reptiles
with stork-like beaks, bat-winged
toads, enormous disembowled
scarabs teeming with helminths
and worms, newborn infants tap-
ered like leeches, atrocious imagin-
ary insects and infusoria teeming
in my bed curtains. I shall double
my dose of bromide tonight.f
Now, let us imagine against this

background the sexual fantasies of
M. de Phocas; sadism, masochism in-
termixed with oriental perfumes, the
heady scent of opium and traces of
ether. At the end-madness, suicide
or prison, or, as in the case of Huys-
mans, the monastery. Never has the
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flesh been more lugubrious, sexuality
more violent and more sterile.

The most frightful thing about
these passages is that they actually
faithfully depicted a certain class of
society and, as a result, implanted
the vogue for similar neuroses in
other and exceedingly different class-
es of that same society. Who can
even conceive the extent of the mor·
bid depravity for which M. de Phocas
and Des Esseintes were responsible?

I have said above that this par-
ticular society which we are discuss-
ing here cherished decadence in gen-
eral and that of Rome and Byzan-
tium in particular. It goes without
saying that Roman orgies such as
were imagined to be those of Nero
and Tiberius were extremely fashion-
able - this was, after all, the period
which gave us Quo Vadis and The
Last Days of Pompeii. The bizarre.
grandiloquent and moving poem
which D'Annunzio devoted to the
love affair between the Emperor Dio-
cletian and the handsome Saint Se-
bastian, the poem which Debussy set
to music, and which is actually one
of the masterpieces of the lyric the-
ater of 1900, is very characteristic
of this deliberate anachronism in
manners and morals."

The ultimate in this genre and in
the area in which we are interested
was attained by the today unreadable
novelist, Jean Lombard, a preten-
tious, self-educated man who stretched
"artistic" writing to the limits of the
ridiculous and who was a specialist
in Byzantinism. His novel, l'Agonie,
(The Death Struggle) takes place
during the reign of Elagabalus, the
Roman emperor and erotomaniac
who dressed as a woman and who
caused himself to be sodomized in
public. Here was an ideal hero for
the disordered minds of the Belle
Epoque, a mystic androgyne, the
divine man-woman par excellence.

Unbelievable as it may seem, this
is the treat which awaited the read-
er of Jean Lombard in 1901:

Elagabalus lay stretched out on a
bed supported by gold columns;
his face, in the yellow light re-
flected from the powdered gold
dust. which overlay the black ceil-
ing and which imparted a golden
glow to everything in the room,
was vermilion. A strong odor of
saffron penetrated the nostrils.
Motionless priests stood stiffly in
the shadows; officers who, except
for their trailing silken robes and
glittering jewels, might in their
vulgarity have been taken for refu-
gees from the lowest sinks of in-
iquity, moved restlessly about. The
emperor was almost naked and,
with his legs swinging to and fro,
his sex was exposed; from time to
time one of his intimates would
stoop to kiss it reverently while
the others stifled their laughter.
Glancing over their shoulders the
Brundisinians saw Elagabalus lift
himself into an obscene position
and a young man whom he called
his divine husband cover him from
the rear.f
I must add that this passage, high-

ly colored as it may be, is not as
dazzling in its style as others by Jean
Lombard. Here is an example of
his usual style:

His rings sparkled; the clasp on
his trailing tunic glittered with

fire; his sandals flashed with the
lights of precious stones set, just
above the instep, in a gigantic jewel
encrusted with flowers of ivory,
turquoise and handwrought gold.9
Another passage speaks of "a

shower of violaceous, bluish and rube-
facient jewels," of a door "from
which the suspended draperies drew
back from a great white gaping hole;"
of toads "whose goiterous flaccidity
must have slithered about in the
transparency of a slimy bog." By
comparison, the style of Jean Genet
seems almost wholesome.

1. Marc Daniel, Hommes du grand siecle,
Paris, Arcadie, 1957. Translated into
English by Marcel Martin and pub-
lished in One Institute Quarterly.

2. Roger Peyrefitte in L'Exile de Capri
(Paris, 1959) has evoked with the
sharpness of an etching the relationship
of this worldly society with the eternal
characteristics of homosexuality.

3. Siir Peladan, La Decadence latine,
Ethopee, 21 vol. 1896·1907.

4. Jean Lorraine, Monsieur de Phocas,
1901. The edition cited is that published
in Paris by Albin Michel, 1929.

5. Monsieur de Phocas, p. 29.

6. Ibid., p. 93.

7. Pierre Nedra, Saint Sebastian it I'Opera,
No. 42, June, 1957.

8. Jean Lombard, l'Agonie, Paris, Ollen-
dorf, 1901, p. 134.

9. Ibid., p. 41.
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Getting rid
of

Mr. Grainger
by James Colton

When she came in the front door,
Olive Rowe smelled cigarette smoke
and she frowned. She carried the bags
of groceries to the kitchen, then went
down the hall to the sunny room at
the back of the house. Her mother,
plump and rosy, smiled at her from
her wheelchair, a lavender shawl
around her knees. With her sat Hale
Grainger.

Her mother said, "Hello, dear, did
you have a nice day?"

"Lovely, thank you," Olive said,
unsmiling.

"How was Miss Greenberg?" Her
mother did not like Jews and always
wrinkled her nose a little when she
asked this question. It was her sole
signal that she resented Olive's friend-
ship with Binnie.

"Miss Greenberg is fine," Olive
said. "Where's Mrs. Murphy?"

"Well, she was anxious to leave
early today, and, since Mr. Grainger
so very kindly came by ... "

"We let the dear old girl go,"
Grainger laughed. He stood, lean,
sleek, silver-haired. He bowed and
smiled. It was a handsome smile.
"It's nice to see you, Miss Rowe.
Your mother and I have been enjoy-
ing a little low tea. May I pour for
you? It's a blend of my own, per-
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fected after years of trial and error
-smoky Sou Chou and black with a
pinch of jasmine."

"It's simply delicious," Mrs. Rowe
said. "I've never tasted such tea."

"Brown bread and butter?" Grain-
ger nodded at the plate of thin slices
on the table.

"No, thank you, Mr. Grainger. I'd
better start supper. It's half past five.
Mother ... " She couldn't resist the
dig. "You always told me you hated
brown bread."

"This is different, dear. Stone
ground."

"There's a little bakery perhaps
you don't know about," Grainger
said. "On Euclid avenue just below
Graham. Their breads are superb.
I took the liberty of tucking a loaf
of the brown under my arm when
I came calling today."

"And the flowers, dear - the love-
ly glads."

They stood on the floor beside the
French windows, a tall, silent explo-
sion of peach color.

"Where did you find the tall vase?"
"Mr. Grainger found it. Poor

man ... " Her mother's dimpled hand
patted Grainger's strong, tanned one.
"I couldn't tell him where it was.
We so seldom use it any more."

.•.

"I had to do a bit of ferreting, but
I turned it up at the back of a kitchen
cupboard. Hope I didn't upset do-
mestic arrangements. I tried to put
things back as I found them."

"I must put on the potatoes," Olive
said.

"And I must run." Grainger con-
sulted the chronometer on his wrist,
a glittering device of elaborate dials,
alarms and calendars. Swiss. Turning
from the room, Olive wondered from
whom he had stolen it.

"It's been such a lovely after-
noon ... " she heard her mother say-
ing.

She shut the kitchen door.
At the sink, she turned on the water

hard and began to' scrub potatoes.
Her mother had met Grainger at a
garden party at her friend Alice
Whipple's. Alice was in the real es-
tate business. In Florida, these days,
who wasn't? Grainger was, newly.
And he had been the party's stellar
attraction, with his strong, suntanned
features and striking blue eyes, his
vaguely English accent, his white
teeth, his charm. He was sixty if he
was a day, Olive thought bitterly -
hut then, so was Cary Grant. Those
fool middle-aged women had posi-
tively drooled over him, simpering
in their picture hats like insane with-
ered flowers.

Grainger had been attentive to all,
but it was Martha Rowe who won
him. He had pushed her wheelchair
for her along the gravel path around
the little ornamental lake under the
barbered willows. bending solicitous-
ly over her, smiling, chatting. And
her mother had lost her heart com-
pletely. She was fifty-six years old,
and she had acted like a highschool
~irl on her first date. Olive had been
beside herself, the man was so ob-
viously a fraud, a gigolo, a confi-
dence man. Oh, she'd lacked the nec-
essary heartlessness to tell her mother
so. But it was high time she told

Grainger.
He looked in. "Just to say good-

bye."
With a wet potato in her hand,

Olive turned to him. "Could I speak
to you for a minute, Mr. Grainger."

"Why, certainly." He was com-
posed. He shut the door and looked
at her expectantly, gravely. "Is some-
thing the matter?"

"Why do you come to see my
mother so often?" She put the po-
tato down and began scrubbing an-
other. "Notably on the two days in
the week you know I won't be here."

"I'm fond of your mother. She's
the most charming woman I've ever
met."

"Nonsense." Olive turned sharply.
"She's as ordinary as ordinary can
be. She's a typical American widow.
There are thousands just exactly like
her."

Grainger's eyebrows rose slightly.
"Why, really, Miss Rowe, I'm sure
you don't mean that."

"It's true," Olive said, and was an-
noyed with herself because her voice
shook. "I love her because she's my
mother. Good Lord, I've devoted my
life to her. But she isn't the most
charming woman you've ever met,
and you know it. It isn't she you've
really come for. It's this house, it's
the insurance, the stocks. Don't pre-
tend you don't know my father left
her well-fixed. I know your type.
You've looked into it." She turned
again to the sink. "It's certainly not
her charm."

But Grainger wasn't shaken. His
voice came calm and deceptively with-
out reproach. "It is. And her help-
lessness. She's not only a pretty thing,
Miss Rowe, she's - very feminine."
He let that sink in. It was true as
Olive well knew that her mother was
very much what the cliche "clinging
vine" meant. And, she reflected grim-
ly, it was also true that Olive Rowe,
herself, did not walk but strode, her
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voice was gruff and mannish, her
body angular, not soft; clumsy, not
graceful. She tried, in the ordinary
run of things, not to be paranoid
about it. But Grainger, she felt sure,
meant it as a dig. "Very feminine,"
he went on, "and appealing. I like
your mother very much. In fact ...
I love her."

"And how many women have you
said that about, and to, in your life-
time, Mr. Grainger?" She plunked
down the last of the potatoes and
walked to the refrigerator for butter.
"On how many continents?"

"I had a wife, Miss Rowe," he said
quietly. "For twenty-eight years.
She was a dear, soft, sweet little thing
like your mother ... gentle, and not
terribly bright. But I loved her. Your
mother is the first woman I have said
this about (you needn't be alarmed:
I haven't said it to her, yet) since
Bernice died."

Olive rubbed the potatoes with but-
ter, one by one. "If that's true, then
I'm sorry. But I don't want you com-
ing to visit my mother any more, Mr.
Grainger."

"Don't you think that decision
ought to be hers?"

"No," Olive flared, "I don't. She's
smitten with you. And I am not. I've
had to do a lot of judging about
what was good for mother and what
wasn't, over the years. All of the
judging, in fact. I'm used to it. And
I'm good at it, what's more."

She thrust out her chin, blinked
angrily at him, and bent to open the
oven door. She laid the potatoes on
the rack and let the door slam to on
its spring.

"I'm not talking out of prejudice,
Mr. Grainger. I too .have made in-
quiries. You drive a fine automobile,
a new Lincoln . . . unpaid for. You
live expensively at the Mirador but
your bank balance (I have a friend
who works at the bank, Mr. Grainger)
is less than a thousand dollars. You
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are a real estate salesman, but in
your first three months at Allied
Florida Land, you haven't made a
single commission. You're after my
mother for her money, Mr. Grain-
ger. That's what the facts tell me."

She stood trembling before him,
defiant, sure of herself. He forced
a smile and gave a little shrug.

"Facts can mislead us some-
times, Miss Rowe. And there are
other things besides money. . . ."
His laugh was soundless. "But then,
you've heard that one."

"And always from those who don't
have it and want to get it the easy
way," Olive said.

Grainger gave a stiff, humorous
little bow. "Goodbye, Miss Rowe.
While you're mistaken, your candor
and your ... " His smile was wry.
" ... your guts, do you credit. They
would (and I expect this is the high-
est form of flattery I could give you)
they would do credit to a man.
Goodbye." And he was out the door.

Goodbye and good riddance,
thought Olive Rowe.

She stared at Binnie Greenberg,
dim and big-eyed, in blue denims
and an orange linen blouse. Binnie's
studio was a white loft with a low
ceiling on the roof of a building in
downtown Jacksonville. The furniture
was Japanese. There was a vast draw-
ing table in a white blaze of fluores-
cent light, racks of drawing papers,
shelves of type specimen books,
t-squares, triangles, French curves,
iars of brushes and pens. On the wall
hung a big green and white Matisse.
Binnie sat on the tall stool with her
back to the drawing board and
grinned ecstatically. She bent toward
Olive and clapped her slender hands
between her knees in a paroxysm of
joyous excitement. Her black eyes
shone.

"I've got it, I've got it, I've got
it, Ollie!"

Olive's heart sank. She didn't take
her eyes from Binnie's radiant face,
but she reached for a chairback to
steady herself. Inside, silently, she
was saying over and over again, no,
no ... no, no. She made herself
smile. "You mean ... the job? The
one you said ... "

"Look. Read it and rejoice. Isn't
it too much?" Binnie jumped from
the stool like a ten year old, flagged
a letter from the desk and thrust it
into Olive's hands. While Olive read
the words on the stiff, elegant paper,
Binnie alternately stroked her back
and hugged her waist. Then, when
Olive raised her gaze from the typ-
ing, Binnie tossed the letter away,
pulled Olive tight against her and
kissed her hard and long.

"Oh, Ollie, Ollie! It's come at last.
What I've waited all my life for.
Jesus. Imagine. All around the coun-
try, all around the world, there are
artists working and waiting for this.
It's one of the big prizes, Ollie. The
biggest."

"Yes, dear, yes," Olive said softly
into the dark perfume of her hair.
She held the younger woman's quiv-
ering excitement close and desperate-
ly. "It's wonderful. But I knew it
would happen."

Oh, that was false. She hadn't
known. Loving Binnie as she did, she
still hadn't believed. She knew Binnie
was a gifted designer. But she'd
never been able to think (or had she
only never allowed herself to think? )
that this was any more than a day-
dream - that she would become art
director of one of the two or three
biggest advertising agencies in New
York. At twenty-eight? A woman?
Impossible.

"I knew it would happen," she said
again, "because I know how wonder-
ful you are. Nobody knows that bet-
ter than I do. Do they, Binniekins?
Do they?"

"No, sweet, no ... "

They lay in shadow, the faint rosy
glow from the city's neons coloring
the broad, bamboo-blinded windows
above them, the sound of the night
traffic a muffled distant hum. They
lay together in grateful nakedness,
smoothness to smoothness, contented-
ly spent. For a time they smoked, and
Binnie chattered on once more about
the job and all it would mean until,
like a child after a big birthday party,
she was suddenly asleep.

But Olive could not sleep. Foolish-
ly, fondly, again and again, she had
promised that when the chance came
to Binnie she would, without non-
sense, knowing what she prized and
what must be foresworn, pick up the
telephone, call a nursing service and
get a white and starchy and efficient
woman to the house for good and all,
pack up her own things, say to her
mother, Goodbye, mother darling,
and shut the door and ride in a taxi
to the airport and be off with Binnie
to New York. So she had foolishly,
fondly, again and again promised ...
when it was out of the question that
she would ever have to keep that
promise as it was that Binnie would
ever get the great, fabulous, the un-
imaginable job.

Yet now the moment had come
to keep the promise and she knew
she must keep it, because Binnie was
the sweet, warm, quick, perfect an-
swer to her deepest hungers, and if
she did not follow Binnie, she would
die - not in the melodramatic sense,
but only in the dull sense that had
nothing to do with ropes, knives,
pistols, sleeping pills. Dying inside
oneself.

If only the letter had not come.
If only they could have gone on to-
gether as they had been, Mrs. Murphy
coming in to look after her mother
on Thursdays and on Saturday after-
noons and evenings, and for an oc-
casional week to let Olive trek with
Binnie to New York to see the shows
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-Mrs. Murphy, who was distinctly
not a nurse, but with her slovenly
Irish mother-hen kindliness the only
woman her mother would tolerate
to look after her. Her mother couldn't
stand nurses. They make me feel I'm
sick and dying. I'm not sick, Olive,
I'm only paralyzed. I won't be treated
like I have a loathsome disease.

God help me, Olive thought, it's
going to be so damn difficult. Have
I got the courage? Who was it had
said to her not long ago that she
had guts? Grainger. She laughed.

"Mmm?" Sleepily Binnie stirred
and kissed her shoulder. "What's to
laugh ?"

"The answer to a maiden's prayer,"
chuckled Olive.

"Miss Rowe. This is a surprise."
He met her in his hotel room, that

was spacious and smart and hushed,
save for a thread of muzak in the
cool, conditioned air. He was elegant
even in his shirt sleeves. Beautiful
leather grips lay open on the bed.
One was full of neatly packed cloth-
ing, the other partially full. He laid
an expensive Scots wool sweater on
the bedspread and carefully folded
its sleeves.

"I confess," he went on, "I was
startled when the clerk told me it was
you."

"I don't blame you. 1 was terribly
rude last week, Mr. Grainger. I want
to apologize."

"Well-timed," he said. "Another
hour and I'd not have been here. But
there was really no need, Miss Rowe.
I benefitted by your words, however
harsh." He flashed her a smile. "Ex-
cuse me. Won't you sit down? Ciga-
gette ?"

"Thank you." They were Players,
in a slim, ostrich-hide case. She took
one and he lit it for her. "You know,"
she said, "you mustn't think of go-
ing. Not on account of me. That
would be dreadful, I'd feel terrible.
I was too hasty. You were right. I'm
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overprotective of my mother, fool-
ishly suspicious. I'm afraid we old
maids ... " Ah, she was calculating
now. "We old maids, we unlit lamps,
are sometimes like that. Jealous of
our charges, afraid to let them have
other human contacts. Actually, you
were very good for my mother. She
looked better than she had in years,
during the weeks you came to see
her."

"Did she?" He went on with his
packing.

"Yes, she did. And I want to say
that I wish you'd come back. 1 wish
you'd just forget what I said." She
ground out the cigarette in the ash-
tray and rose to walk to where she
could face him. "Come back, Mr.
Grainger. She needs you. I was self-
ish and unfair ... "

"I'm leaving for Europe, Miss
Rowe," he said. "I have not done
well in Flo rid a real estate. I'm
afraid ... " He gave a rueful grin.
". . . I'm completely broke, so far
as America goes. But there is some
money in a London bank, and a little
more in a Swiss bank. And living
is cheaper there."

"Oh, but," Olive said, "you musn't
go. My mother can help you get
started here. She has many contacts.
And even if she couldn't ... " Olive
reached out to him, begging now,
utterly unsubtle, " ... she needs you,
Mr. Grainger." .

"I'm afraid too many people would
think as you think about me, Miss
Rowe," he said, "if I were to marry
your mother. And that's what it
would come to. I'm afraid there
wouldn't be much happiness for her.
Her friends would change. She would
be miserable. I'm hll,ppy for her sake
that you made me reconsider. Not
how it was.... " His smile was gently
reproving. "Your facts were right,
but your inferences were wrong. 1
love your mother and did not want
her for her house or her income. 1

wanted her only because 1 loved her.
But perhaps you don't know about
love? - That's cruel. I'm sorry."

"It's not cruel," Olive said. "It
would be if 1 didn't, but it so hap-
pens I do."

"Gcwd. Then I think you believe
me now."

He was wrong. She would never
believe him. But that didn't matter.
Olive Rowe and Binnie Greenberg
were what mattered now.

"I care too much for your mother
to burden her with the ugliness that
would follow if I were to marry her.
I'm over sixty-five, you know, Miss
Rowe. She wouldn't have me except
long enough to come to depend on
me, and then I'd be dead. And she'd
be without husband as well as with-
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out the friends said husband had lost
her. No, you were right. You are
wise beyond your years. "

He closed and strapped the suit-
cases and set them on the floor. It
took him several minutes, but when
he looked at her again, Olive had
not changed her position nor her ex-
pression either. She wasn't able to
take her eyes off him.

"Ah, Miss Rowe," he smiled un-
easily, "do you know about the basi-
lisk? I seem to have done the wrong
thing again. Am I not, even now, at
our final meeting, to escape dis-
pleasing you?"

"What? Oh, Mr. Grainger. I'm

sorry."
And she was sorry. Very.

"

,1
J'

WASHINGTON,D.C.-Reporting on
the annual Academy of Religion and
Mental Health, Stanley J. Rowland,
Jr., in The Christian Century maga-
zine writes: "In discussions of the
place of sexuality in the total scheme
of life, the major contribution was
made by Klaus Thomas ... German
theologian and psychiatrist who di-
rected the Berlin Suicide Clinic . . .
Dr. Thomas is carrying around the

manuscript of a real bomb of a book
dealing with findings and experiences
at the clinic.

"A major finding, documented
from thousands of cases, is that a
considerable percentage 0 f potential
suicides suffer from an ecclesiogenic
neurosis characterized by legalistic
moralistic repressions of sex. Some
of the data, particularly those on
sexual neurosis and perversion among
clergymen, could appear spectacular
if taken out of context ... The con-
text [is] roughly as follows:

"( 1) Christianity is infected by
overt or covert attitudes that stress
the virtue of the "spiritual life" and
relegate the sexual dimension to the
"low" or "depraved." ... The clergy
and religious periodicals generally
shy from a frank discussion of sex
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and thus tend to perpetuate the dual-
ism _ ..

"( 2) On the other hand, a 'liber-
tine sexuality' is no answer; it
makes a person superficial, incap-
able of forming deep relationships,
is a denial of man's spiritual depth ...

" (3) The answer . . . lies in a
return to the Old Testament heritage
of mind-body unity, in recovery of
an Old Testament frankness about
sex, in development of a profound
"theology of eroticism" wherein sex-
uality would take its place as "a
good and joyful gift of God ...
sexuality experienced with the frank
joyfulness of the Song of Songs."

NEW YORK - The New Yorker
magazine quotes the following para-
graph from the New York Times:
"The Odd Couple has it made. Wom-
en are bound to adore the sight of
a man carrying on like a little home-
maker. Men are sure to snicker at
a male in domestic bondage to a
man. Kids will love it because it's
funny. Homosexuals will enjoy it -
for obvious reasons. Doesn't that take
care of everyone?" Answers The New
Yorker, "No. What about the boot-
fetish crowd?"

~
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TORONTo-Joe Tensee, columnist
in a sensation sheet called Tab, writes:
"Toronto's sobriquet as "The Queen
City" is no misnomer. It is a pic-
turesque designation for what this
once-Puritan town, this City of
Churches, this "Toronto the Good"
has become - a city of "Queens",
the homosexual capital of Canada!

"Believe it or not, but the best
estimates - provided by the limp-
wrist colony itself - have it that
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there are upwards of 75,000 homo-
sexuals in Toronto today!

" ... Are the homos out to 'cap-
ture' this town, push their own pe-
culiar 'civil rights movement' to the
point where they will be granted full
and unqualified 'equality', 'freedom',
etc.?

" ... Responsible persons are con-
cerned with the inherent danger of
having homosexuality regarded as
something normal . . . something to
be accepted in the way different re-
ligions are accepted.

" ... Our sex practices must be
preserved. If we decided to change
our ultimate goal from procreation
to simple pleasure . . . our whole
concept of the family . . . could be
ruined forever.

". . . Secret societies are wooing
politicians and certain people with
big money, seeking to bring about
radical changes in our lives insofar
as the laws affect homosexuals.

" ... These societies are a greater
menace to us than the deranged
homosexual who preys on youngsters,
teaching them habits that may ruin
their whole future.

"There's no reason to allow homo-
sexuals complete integration or free-
dom of choice. They are stunted emo-
tionally and not fully matured . . .

"Many homos resist any attempts
to change them; in fact . . . many
are proud of what they are and look
down upon straight or normal people.
In this group of proud homos can
be found prominent artists, actors,
businessmen and others from the
diverse professions."

" ... It is necessary that murderers
be punished. If they were not, no-
body would be safe. Anybody who
had murder in his heart could com-
mit the act and get away with it.
Ultimately such a practise would
reduce us once more to the Stone
Age. Our sex practices too must be
preserved."

WASHINGTON-The confusion of
values between the crime of murder
and the choice of sex partners among
those of one's own sex is not con-
fined to the limited mind of column-
ist Tensee. Circuit Court Judge Ernest
A. Loveless, J r., in sentencing to 10
years -in prison a man convicted of
"engaging in perversions with teen-
age boys" commented, "I have seen
a lot of sordid cases, but this is the
worst I have ever seen."

The ineptness of such a remark
is underlined by the fact that other
action by the court reported for that
day included: a five year sentence
to the House of Correction for a man
who pled guilty to manslaughter in
a fatal shooting; a three year sus-
pended sentence on an assault charge
against a man who beat his wife to
death; a one year sentence for man-
slaughter for a man convicted of
driving into a school bus, killing one
child and injuring nine.

In a long and interesting letter to
the Washington Post, F. T. Evans,
M.D., of Annapolis, comments:

"Judge Loveless invokes the maxi-
mum sentence to prevent the de-
fendent 'from harming these boys.'
Except in cases involving violence or
venereal disease (neither of which
is mentioned in your article) there
is little evidence to support the idea
that teen-age homosexual activity is
harmful. It may be objectionable on
aesthetic, moral or legal grounds,
but the idea that it is harmful either
physically or emotionally is specula-
tive at best. In fact there is some
reason to believe that the taboo
against such activity may be at least
as harmful as the activity itself.

"Even if one grants some . . .
harmfulness to teen-age homosexual
seduction, it still would appear less
harmful than shooting a man to death,
beating a woman to death, or run-
ning into a school bus, killing one

child and injuring nine. Yet these
crimes drew sentences totaling nine
years, three of them suspended, while
'engaging in perversions with teen-
age boys' drew a Hl-year sentence.

"These considerations suggest that
the real purpose of the maximum sen-
tence was not so much to 'prevent
harm' as to punish a particularly
objectionable crime that was presum-
ably apt to be repeated. But what of
a code that sees teen-age homosexual
seduction as worse than killing some-
one? Is life that cheap?"

BERKELEY, CALIF. - Dr. Robert
J. Stoller of U.C.L.A. Medical School
is a psychoanalyst interested in the
underlying biology of sexual behav-
ior. In a recent three day course for
physicians to describe the problems
of sex disorders in clinical practice
he stated, "A new explosion of ex-
citing, valuable and very scientific
data is emerging from recent experi-
ments to explain the biological basis
of human sexual behavior."

David Perlman, science correspond-
ent for the San Francisco Chronicle
reports, "And in a society where
the tensions and taboos of sex erupt
everywhere - from homosexuality
in the Tenderloin to dirty words on
the campus - the basic scientific
knowledge should be invaluable for
doctors treating patients, or for so-
cial scientists examining cultures.

"Observations all along the evo-
lutionary scale from lower animals
to man, Dr. Stoller said . . . have
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shown that biological sex in primi-
tive animals is much more flexible
than it is in higher organisms. In
amphibians and lizards ... embryos
developing genetically as females can
actually be transformed into males
by chemicals, or even by changes in
temperature. "

While such physical transforma-
tions are not possible in the higher
animals, "sexual behavior . . . be-
comes more flexible; they can choose
their own patterns of sexual response
... Yet even libido - the desire for
sexual satisfaction - is largely bio-
logical . . . and the essential factor
... seems to be the male hormones
known as androgens ...

"Sexual function also has its basis
in the electrical activities of the brain.
In recent experiments ... electrodes
have been implanted through the
skull and delicately placed within
certain closely defined centers of the
brain ... In human male volunteers
the current ... induced physical sex
responses, and the volunteers re-
ported a surge of sexual desire that
ended as soon as the current was
turned off. . _ . Electrical research
has [also] recently shown that the
same small areas of the brain seem
to be involved both in dreaming and
sexual stimulation . . ."

Dr. Stoller believes this is experi-
mental confirmation of the insight
of Sigmund Freud who sixty years
ago declared that sexual behavior
had its roots deep in the physical
structure of the brain. "Our labora-
tory sciences are at last beginning
to catch up with Freud's conviction."

SANTABARBARA
The bluenoses are busy as ever.

The Mayor of Santa Barbara has a
committee on decency standards, and
its chairman, Mrs. Paul Ashton, is
busy getting endorsements on a new
bill proposed for the California law-
books that would re-define obscenity.
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... In Ventura County, Calif., the
Board of Supervisors is supporting
the same legislation, sure that "there
is too much trash around for young-
sters to peek at" and that the police
ought to be empowered to decide
what the public mayor may not read.
Ho hum! ... The Toilet, Le Roi
Jones' short play that was tossed out
by the owner of one Los Angeles
theatre who said he'd rather lose his
license than allow it on his stage,
has been receiving a lot of free pub-
licity in the letters columns of the
staid Los Angeles Times, which re-
fused to carry paid advertising for it.
Amusingly enough, nobody mentions
the fact that the play concerns love
between a white boy and a Negro
boy, but only that it contains four
letter words. . .. The Arizona State
Supreme Court reversed a ruling by
a lower court in a case involving a
man who had sexual relations with his
12 year old stepdaughter. She knew
what she was doing, said the justices,
and was an accomplice, not a vic-
tim. Anyway, they added, her testi-
mony was not enough to convict the
man. Arizona had passed legislation
making sex offenses against children
punishable by life imprisonment only
a short while before. This decision
pretty well invalidates the new law.

... New York Yankee third base-
man Clete Boyer took a punch at a
male model in a Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., bar room - or so the male
model says - and homerun king
Roger Maris got in a few punches
too. What in the world can have
started all that? ... The vice squad
in Scottsdale, Ariz., evidently believes
teachers are easy marks, and they
nailed - by entrapment, of course-
a 37-year old Kingman educator at
a recent convention of the Arizona
Educational Association. Weren't the
old fashioned wild West lawmen a
little more decent? If they didn't like
you, they "hot you down. . . _ And

speaking of vice squads (whose mem-
bers recently, from Florida to Los
Angeles have, themselves, been ar-
rested for one or another kind of cor-
ruption and betrayal of public trust,
from dope taking to gambling and
graft), the Los Angeles undercover
boys netted quite a haul of callgirls
recently through the simple tech-
nique of pretending to solicit the
girls' services, then clapping the brace-
lets on them. A letter writer in the
Times "would prefer to have the
police concentrate upon saving the
lives of citizens by preventing mur-
ders, robberies, burglaries and traf-
fic accidents." Wouldn 't we all? . . .
A woman who had married a homo-
sexual 20 years ago and then separ-
ated from him now finds her daugh-
ter about to marry a boy who has
told her he is gay. What does Ann
Landers advise? Sit down with the
girl and a physician and talk it out.
But, warns Ann, the girl will prob-
ably marry the handsome and charm-
ing boy anyway ... Lucky girl.

MORGANTOWN,N.C.-The Ku Klux
Klan, evidently not satisfied with its
old program of attacking Negroes,
Jews and Catholics, has found anew
target, homosexuals, Reports the
V.P.L, "Imperial Wizard Robert
Shelton . . . told the Second Klan
rally on Sunday, April 3, obscene
jokes about former Presidential aide
Walter Jenkins, arrested last year
on a morals charge."

SAN FRANCIsco-A Boyish Little
Boast is the headline appearing on a
boxed feature story in the Chronicle,
under a double column photograph.
The story:

"Of all this city's distinctions the
one it is perhaps most modest about
is its sizable population of those
who, shall we say, take a rather one-
sided view of sex.

"The Chamber of Commerce is
not given to crowing about the op-
portunities here for young men to
meet other congenial young men -
and, of course, the other way around.

"And other booster groups, if
pressed, would be more inclined to
extoll the glories of the Embarca-
dero Freeway, Market street and the
4gers rather than call attention to
the proliferation of bachelor's apart-
ments.

"In the past, for that matter, the
members of this singular minority
group have been discreetly close-
mouthed when it comes to singing
their own praises.

"There was however, a break-
through of sorts yesterday. Some-
one, compelled apparently by a crav-
ing for public recognition, painted
in bold colors this advertisement on
the Sth street face of the Old Mint:

"'100,000 Gay in S.F. Watch us
Grow!'

"The mind reels."

HOLLYWOOD-Hedda Hopper, who
just lost an expensive legal battle
with Michael Wilding after implying
in her book The Whole Truth and
Nothing But that he was more than
ordinarily friendly with Stewart
Granger, hasn't lost interest in that
certain subject. In a recent column
she reports, "Sinatra will co-star
with Jack Lemmon in the screen ver-
sion of Odd Couple, the Broadway
hit about two fellows who get divorced
and set up housekeeping together."
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ONE SUNDAY
One Sunday

I came down
(the stations are so vacant on Sunday morning)
He was there, in his apartment.
He told me that it had taken me a long time to come down.
I left as soon as I called you, I said.
He had prepared breakfast for me.
Leo, he told me (he did not look at me,

he looked out the window)
The waters smiled thousandly below.
He sighed.

I keep telling you, he said,
but you never listen.

He shook his head.
We're not lovers, he said, we could never live together.
Yes, I said.

I looked out at the water.
Yes? I said. Have you found someone?

He laughed.
No, he said.

I had made him sick, my calling, my questions.
He was drinking buttermilk.
He had set out the breakfast for me.

Corn Flakes.
Toasted Muffins.

don't want to eat, I said.
Eat, he said.

Then, he walked into the livingroom.
I was still eating the muffin ..
Before, sitting at the table, he had apologized for the

Corn Flakes.
He had said:

I don't have the Sugar Crisp.
(I had not grown up on cold cereals as he, in cuba, had.
They had a futuristic Museum of Modern Art texture for me.
I liked to read their literature and plan on building sets
of stainless steel flatware)

I don't want to eat, I had said.
Eat, he said.

He was in the livingroom, sulking beneath his painting of
the Grand Canal. He had two ceramic lamps on the end tables
on either side of the couch, the same magenta color as the
painting.

I stood up to face him.
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I was still eating the English muffin.
Don't eat standing! he cried. The food will fall on

the floor!
He ran in and pointed at the floor.
There! he said, like Bluebeard looking at the key.
I squatted and looked at the floor.
No crumb had fallen on the floor, but my throat had

gone dry and my eyes were watering.
He stood up and looked, discontented, at the Corn Flakes.
Next time, I'll get Sugar Crisp, he said. I'm out

of Sugar Crisp.
A friend of his knocked at the door, an old man upstairs,
a fairy schoolteacher who wanted to complain about the
neighbors, one in particular, a woman whose dogs annoyed him.

When the friend came in I was so shy I hid in the
kitchen.

But the man stayed and talked.
I came out and introduced myself. We had met.
I left.

The stations going home were as vacant as those coming.
Cold Sunday.
His stomach is better now.
He has a new roommate, a Puerto Rican boy who is

very neat and clean.
And young.

The Sugar Crisp.
The Sugar Crisp.
My soul, hungry, often travels on Sunday morning,

hungry, walking ghostlike through Paternoster Row (looking
at Catholic religious articles, dusty in the window).

If a Soul could press an elevator button, the Soul
would go to the 19th floor.

If a soul could ring a doorbell, it would
ring a doorbell.

If someone could answer, could see the Soul
what could the Soul, the poor Soul then say,

staring at the couch, magenta,
the lamps, magenta,
the view of the Canal, the Ducal palace?

It could only ask for Sugar Crisp.
One Sunday.

-Leo MacAlbert
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NEW BOOKS . . . just in time for your summer reading pleasure
from
ONE BOOKSERVICE, 3473 Y2 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

SEXUAL INVERSION, the multiple Roots of Homosexuality, edited by Judd
Marmor, M.D., (Basic Books). Dr. Marmor's introduction to this survey
of studies in the field of sexual inversion is worth the price of the whole
book. He has succeeded brilliantly in giving an all-inclusive view of the latest
thought on homosexuality drawn from the fields of genetics, endocrinology,
comparative zoology, anthropology, law, sociology, psychology and psychiatry.
THE most important book in the field in years. If you like the Ruitenbeek
anthology, you will want to have this book $9.00
QUEER PEOPLE by Douglas Plummer (Citadel Press) is similar to the last
Donald Webster Cory work, but shorter and in fact has an intro by Cory.
It is based on and written in England $3.50
THAT COLD DAY IN THE PARK by Richard Miles (Delacorte Press) is a
bizarre, very well-written novel set in Paris about a wealthy, eccentric woman
who lives alone and picks up a young, extraordinarily handsome male homo-
sexual, takes him home, and holds him captive as one might keep a pet
animal. Publishers Weekly says book is modern, disjointed, like a European
movie .: $4·.25
CRIMES WITHOUT VICTIMS-Deviant Behavior and Public Policy:
Abortion, Homosexuality, Drug Addiction by Edwin M. Schur (Prentice-Hall,
Inc.) an excellent work by a sociologist which makes intelligent discussion
of homosexuality. This is the type research into homosexuality-or reporting
of homosexuality-that ONE has been crying for and if this type book out-
sells the ones by Ellis and Bergler we may have more of them . . .
(Paperback edition available to Members $2.50) $5.25
THE DAY WE WERE MOSTLY BUTTERFLIES, Louise W. King, one of
the most hilarious books in years, a limp wristed interior decorator protects
the young innocent girl who is the "property" of the bull dyke Lillian who
goes away for a year to Hollywood while the rest stay in New York. A "My
Friend Irma" which should entertain everyone $4.25
THE CASE AGAINST COLONEL SUTTON, Bruce Cameron, is soon to be
made into a picture show. Concerns happenings to an officer falsely accused
of being homosexual.

Remittance must accompany all orders. Add 2Sc for shipping costs, tax in Ca.lif.

Swinger
14K solid gold ring hand pierced
especially for you, from the classl-
cal past. Exquisite Elegance. Yours
or his initials, $39.00*
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the Queen
This beautiful 14K solid gold ring
with two tone finish will be admired
and desired by your friends who
recognize quality and richness in
jewelry. $39.00*

FABULOUSI Send cash,
check, money order, your
choice of name or initials.
Be sure to include your full
name, address and ring size.
Beautifully gift packaged.

GaYlOrD
JEWEL CREATIONS

7966 BEVERLY BLVD.
LOS ANGELES, CALI F. 90048

.CALIF. RESIDENTS AOD 4% TAl(

)

For many lesbians, helping the
women they love to raise their chil-
dren is a satisfying experience. For
too many others, it is a disaster for
themselves as well as for the mothers
and children concerned. How much
blame can be attributed to the social
situation of lesbians and how much
to the individual involved is a matter
for conjecture. However, the necessity
for honesty in regard to one's self,
the loved one and the children would
seem to be imperative in an unre-
mittingly real situation.

The first and most avoided ques-
tion, "Am I willing to share the
affections of the woman I love?"
must be answered honestly. The hours
spent looking into the eyes of the
beloved over a candle-lit table will be
brief indeed, compared to the years
of necessarily divided attention. The
hard-to-arrange and often expensive
times away from the children before
a menage is established are apt to
seem less practical when the adults
see each other every day. Even in
the best managed household, espe-
cially when the children are young,
the unforseen interruption stands
always at the door, and plans be-
come contingent upon contingencies.

Of necessity, the picture of the
mother as a love object changes as
she is seen sharing ann modifying
her love and display of affection
depending on whether she is dealing
with her child or her lover. If the

lover cannot understand that the love
and tokens of affection displayed by
the mother toward the children are
by rights theirs and appropriate to
them, she may insist on either shar-
ing them or forcing the mother to
deny them to the children. This can
only result in degradation for the
lover and a cruel and losing contest
for the child. The mother caught
between child and lover must make
a choice, and that choice, whether for
child or lover, cannot erase the bitter
results and regrets born of a union
based on unreality and wishful think-
ing.

The second and almost as often
avoided question is, "If I were not
in love with their mother, would I
put up with these children?" This
question can be broken down into
three components: "Do I like chil-
dren?" "Do I like these children?"
"Do I like these children but feel that
their upbringing is all wrong?"

The lesbian who does not like any
children should look well at a shared
future of diapers, school problems,
yards or hallways devoted to the
paraphernalia of growing youngsters,
the impossibilities and improbabili-
ties of adolescence and finally the
trials and tribulations of college. It's
a long row to hoe and the ground is
rocky.

As to the second part of the ques-
tion - if the answer is yes, love
and reason will surely carry the
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whole family over the inevitable rough
spots. If the answer is no and is
based in a conflict of personality, the
foundations of hell on earth are al-
ready laid. It would be a doubtful
kind of love that would knowingly
put the loved one between two op-
posed personalities contending for
her love.

The answer to the third part of
the question takes its roots in a
fourth - "Do I love this women?"

Children are in many ways the
most truthful expressions of their
parents' deeply held beliefs. These
beliefs and ideas are usually the
sum total of the experiences of the
person holding them. To attempt to
change them is to attempt to tear

out the very roots of thought, be-
lief and action. Therefore a con-
flict of views on child raising is
usually a safe indicator of conflict
in other fundamental areas. A love
that can encompass these differences
and both modify and be modified
by them, requires large amounts of
patience, compassion and under-
standing.

Of all people, the lesbian, who so
often feels her life callously handled
by society, should be most chary of
lightly taking into her hands the
lives of others - particularly the
lives of children, who are in many
ways utterly dependent upon the
whims of others.

-JANE RACE

SUBSCRIPTION
BLANK

34731/2 Cahuenga Boulevard
Hollywood 28, Calif.

Name __ .

Address .

City .

State .
All copies sent in plain, sealed envelop.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: In U.S., Canada or
Mexico: $7 per year, first class; all overseas,
$8 per ye.,.

Enclosed ~..

I am over 21 (signed) ..
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Gaylord announces Contrast, the marriage
of two beloved finishes-yellow gold Hor-
entine and Stainless Steel, in an exciting
new double chain watch. Precision 17 jewel
Swiss Movement, shock resistant, Lifetime
unbreakable mainspring. $59.00*. Cash,
check, money order. Beautifully packaged.

GaYlOrD
JEWEL CREATIONS

7966 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90048
• CALIF. RESIDENTS ADO 4% TAX

THE HORN BOOK by G. Legman,
University Books, Inc., New Hyde
Park, New York, 1964, 565 pages,
$12.50.

This reviewer has already pointed
out that the twofold theme of the
history of Western Europe since the
Renaissance has been the develop-
ment of democracy and the applica-
tion of rationality successively to the
various concerns of mankind. Democ-
racy means that the goods of life
should be distributed among all men
as over against their monopoly by
a small group of a favored and privi-
leged minority. It is here that the
great work of ONE is done in teach-
ing that homosexuals as a discrimin-
ated against minority are entitled to
the same consideration as any other
members of society, neither more nor
less. The application of rationality,
so well illustrated in the field of the
natural world by the astounding mod-
ern development of science, to the
field of sex is still in its earlier stages.
Every type of prejudice, bigotry, and
irrationality seems arrayed against
its sane and rational consideration.
But progress is being made. The pres-
ent encyclopedic volume marks an
important and hopefully influential
step in the right direction. The author,
who was official bibliographer for
the Kinsey Institute for a time, has
had broad experience and with in·
credible industry has amassed a body
of material without equal in its field.

The Horn Book, which also calls
itself Studies in Erotic Folklore and
Bibliography, is a listing of mate-
rials gathered from innumerable

sources with chapters of comment
and interpretation which add much
to counteract the tendency to tedium
in reading the almost interminable
listings. It is a marvel how the author
has managed to collect so much mate-
rial especially in view of the universal
tendency to destroy, mutilate, conceal,
and misrepresent sex materials. It is
perhaps an unsolved mystery why sex-
ual manifestations and expression
have aroused such opposition and
hostility in view of their profoundly
natural character. The author has
done a wonderful piece of work in
wading through this morass and
coming out with rational and plaus-
ible conclusions. He found much
better source materials in the other
major languages than in English,

The name of the present volume,
The Horn Book, is derived from
that of a small volume published in
1899 with the additional title of A
Girl's Guide to the Knowledge of
Good and Evil. The author states:

The words 'Horn Book' origin-
ally referred to a sort of kinder-
garten battledore on which was
tacked a slip of paper with the
alphabet and the Lord's Prayer
printed on it, and covered with a
strip of transparent horn to pro-
tect the print from children's grimy
hands. By extension the term has
come to mean any primer. In this
case a primer - actually a quite
advanced handbook - of sex
technique, with a pun on the word
'horn'. (page 48)
The problems of authorship, orig·

ins, publishers, editions, etc., which
are unbelievably complex, set the
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style and approach to the whole field
of erotic folklore literature. Thus the
name.

From so elaborate a book one can
only select scattered ideas, leaving the
vast numbers of authors and speci-
mens for those who have specialized
interests. The author states that col-
lectors of erotica "are normal people
interested in normal things" (76) as
contrasted to those interested in mur-
der-mysteries and other non-erotica.
Perverted erotica, however, do exist
and should be gotten rid of. Unfor-
tunately he lists under this heading
homosexuality along with flagellation,
fetichism, coprophilia, sadism, etc.
"Expurgation of the literature and
art of Europe was a direct result of
the Protestant Reformation begun by
Luther, though Luther himself had
little to do with it." (78) The author
does not hesitate to lambaste Kinsey
in his attempt to rule out the non-
acceptable. He says of the sadistic
literature:

As with homosexuals, a similar
and in fact largely overlapping
group, the noise they make is all
out of proportion to their nu-
merical incidence - despite the
faked and weighted figures of the
late Professor Kinsey, pretending
to prove the opposite - and rises
solely from the assiduity of their
propagandizing and proselytizing
activity. (113)

He holds further that opposition
to legitimate and scholarly activity in
the field is due to the anti-humanistic
and anti-intellectual agreement be-
tween literary avant-garde and reac-
tionary political groups which is the
mark of the culturally decadent twen-
tieth century. (116,117)

In his researches Legman has un-
covered some highly unexpected
sources of erotica which he submits
to his technical scrutiny. The work
of Robert Burns is an example. He
says:
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Burns' greatness in what he wrote
of women was - precisely as
with Shakespeare and his 'articu-
late heroines' - his remarkable
identification with women and their
emotions, which is one of the cru-
cial elements in the poetic tempera-
ment and one reason why it has
often been confused with mere
homosexuality. (138) Burns' fem-
inine identification songs are
among the most pentrating state-
ments of the erotic emotions of
women - as men believe them to
be - that have ever been made.
(216)

One has always to distinguish be-
tween genuine folklore and the com-
mercial and artificial product of the
theatre and music halls, later radio,
television, and movies. This break
first occurred in the early eighteenth
century when the stylized and arti-
ficial Italian opera drove out of Eng-
land the ballad-operas. (292,293)
Folklore has a serious function. The
author thus expresses the idea:

Folklore is that which serves a
certain function: the function of
social or individual expression, ap-
preciation, communication or con-
trol of particularly feared or valued
aspects of the natural or civilized
life being lived. (332) The human
spirit does not easily die. (32.4)

In fact it is in its folklore and folk
habits that a defeated nation clings
most desperately to its continued ex-
istence as a people. (366)

Throughout his work the author
makes a strong plea for a rational
attitude toward sex. In fact he is
scathing in his denunciation of the
various types of literature which are
so squeamish about "the simple nor-
mality of sexual intercourse (which)
has got to be apologized for and
deprecated, or silently left out every,
time," (350) when every other type
of anti-social and anti-human crime
and horror from murder down has

free rein even in the university press-
es. "It is almost time to stop apolo-
gizing for sex." (351) (Perhaps the
author has had more influence than
he knows as a considerable number
of the ultra-modern novels show no
noticeable reticence. As an illustra-
tion of his point I have noticed that
it would be worse to the intensely
religious folks, even impossible, to
show the genitals on a crucifix than
the most horrible suffering and death
which cause no reaction whatsoever.)

It is a curious provision of nature
that a million seeds are provided for
one to germinate, a million sperma-
tazoa for one egg to be impregnated.
No male can ever be completely satis-
fied. The fiercest fights of the ani-
mal world occur between males com-
peting for the favor of the female.
Thus one may seek the motives for
erotica collecting and even biblio-
phily of which The Horn Book is so
notable an example. While the author
recognizes that many collectors of
erotic books and pictures "seem
touched with eccentricity or sexual
abnormality" (101), there is a large
group of "collectors of taste and in-
telligence" (101) who do not limit
themselves exclusively to erotica but
make it a part of a wholly legitimate
and broad interest in book collecting.
Many French collectors, for example,
are high grade scholars or talented
amateurs who have made real con-
tribution to the world's culture. Few
people will want to read The Horn
Book as a mere recreational exercise,
but it is a must for scholarly collec-
tions and may offer a new type of
specialized interest to those of in-
tellectual bent who may find in it
a source of satisfaction to the imag-
ination which they did not know
existed. The serious study of folk
tales and materials, folklore in gen-
eral, is not for mere hobbyists or
would-be amateurs or even for the
superficial theses and dissertations

of seekers for degrees. There is need-
ed "long and far-reaching study and
patient research." (25.4) And the in-
sight to interpret the meaning of
reams of research detail. The rewards,
however, are great. The author con-
cludes:

Sexual folklore is, with the lore
of children, the only form of folk-
lore still in uncontaminated and
authentic folk transmission in the
Western world ... (One is) in the
presence of what is - for all its
barbaric and sometimes dirty tat-
terdemalion - the central mystery
and the central reality of life.
(288)

THOMAS M. MERRITT

KAPITEL 1M FRUEHLING by En-
zio Hauser, Augartenverlag, Wien,
Austria, 196.4, 132 pp.

DIE WELT, DIE ICH WAR by En-
zio Hauser, Gerda Maeker Verlag,
Konstanz, Germany, 1965, 156 pp.
Here are two identical-looking

books by the same Austrian author
that have been very handsomely got-
ten out by two different publishers.

Kapitel im Fruehling (Chapter in
Spring) is a charming little story
of two young students who are full
of all the happiness of love and youth
- but the story has a sad ending
with the death of one of the two
friends. Enzio Hauser reveals a per-
fect ability to bring to life his char-
acters and the landscape in this brief
novel. His language is warm and
beautiful.

Die Welt, die ich war (The World,
which I was) is a strongly written
novel about a deathly sick man -
who writes on his death bed the
happy memories he has of his lover.
It is certainly one of the most won-
derful and healthy homosexual love
stories ever written - very realistic,
truthful, and wisely revealing of the
intolerance of the heterosexual world.
As the author says: "We are this way,
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and cannot help our condition. But
still we are always hunted like the
first Christians under Nero. And what
is it we want? Just to love and be
loved like every human on this
earth ... "

We can only wish that some day
Mr. Hauser's fine works will be trans-
lated into the English language to
give everyone the pleasure of read-
ing him and learning something of
homosexual love as he sees it.

R. H. STUART

THEATRE CRITICS UPHOLD
"GAY" INCIDENT IN PLAY

LONDON(Air Mail): London the-
atre critics this month spoke up over-
whelmingly in favour of showing
adolescent homosexuality on stage.
They also criticised the censorship
authority's decision to excise from
the same play a scene showing com-
munal masturbation.

The outcry arose over the produc-
tion of Frank Wedekind's Spring
Awakening at the Royal Court The-
atre. Almost every review complained
that the play had been "emasculated"
and had lost a great deal of its dra-
matic force because of the puritanical
outlook of the Lord Chamberlain.
(He has the role of Keeper of the
Public Morals in relation to all Eng-
lish theatrical productions.)

Always one of the most outspoken
critics, Milton Shulman of the Even-
ing Standard headlined his review,
"Not so much what the censor took
out as what he left in."

The rest of his review mirrored
the comments of most of the other
popular newspaper critics.

Shulman said that though the play
was written in Germany almost 75
years ago, "the most startling aspect"
was that "it still sends hot flushes of
embarrassment and cold shudders of
puritanism through most censorship
authorities. "
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He added, "This production has had
one scene of a communal masturba-
tion game among a group of boys
deleted, and a homosexual incident
stripped of any 'kissing, embracing
or caressing'. Presumably, with the
play so amended, the Lord Chamber-
lain feels that he has protected audi-
ences at the Royal Court from either
shock or corruption.

"Yet what remains includes scenes
of flagellation, seduction, talk about
abortions, perversions, illicit mirrors,
transvestism and prostitution. Draw-
ing the line at masturbation seems
rather arbitrary discrimination on the
Lord Chamberlain's part.

"Anyone, however, who rushes off
to the Royal Court expecting a titil-
lating or prurient evening is bound
to be disappointed.

"Wedekind was not concerned with
sensation. He wanted to show in
Spring Awakening the wonders of
the budding of sex in the adolescent
mind and the process by which con.
ventional morality distorted these
natural impulses into fear and terror."

GEO. FRANCIS
London

ONE welcomes for possible pub-
lication manuscripts which deal in
a positive, non-apologetic, mature
manner with the interests and
problems of the male and female
homosexual in society. Length:
2500 words or less. Payment in
single copies and subscriptions.

ONE Magazine
3473~ Cahuenga Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif. 90028

Sirs:
I want to tell all of you that I enjoyed

my hour with you the other day. I like
the new quarters; their roughness makes
one feel that there is a "mission" at hand
and a sense of immediacy. Parking is so
easy and the spot seems like a bit of
Old California.

The most overt improvement is in the
general attitude. People gathered around
in the most casual of attitudes, chinning
in a give-and-take way using in-group
language which was once so thoroughly
discouraged and offering their innermost
thoughts to one another. When visiting at
your former home one often went away
with the thought that one had wandered
quite without invitation into the Annual
Meeting of The Old New England Corpor-
ated Ladies to Preserve Their Piece of the
True Cross and to Stamp Out Any Form of
Divergence as To Its Authenticity, Incor-
porated.

Los ANGELES
Sirs:

I received your Newsletter for Members
April 1965, from which I learned of the
changes that have taken place in the organi-
zation.

With an earlier letter I renounced my
subscription because the membership fee
was just above my present means. After
reading your Newsletter I want to inform
you that this is not the moment in which
to abandon ship. I conclude that in the
future, subscription will not be conditional
upon Membership in the Corporation.
Would you therefore be kind enough to
inform me of the new rates?

ZURICH

Sirs:
Congratulations on your move and your

decision to return to original format re:
subscriptions and ONE Confi. I plan on
a visit to the West Coast next year and
will take ONE in.

I notice the N.Y. DOB Newsletter con-
cerning VD and the Public Health Service
pow takes your stand. I quote: "Since
complete confidentiality of the information
given is impossible to guarantee ... " But

the N.Y. Mattachine still takes the opposite
view. I wish the N.Y. boys and girls would
get together.

Any half-way decent homosexual should
contact all his friends and sex mates if
he contracts a disease. If your friends in-
sult you, forget it! A thinking gay person
will thank you. It has happened to me,
and the above is the procedure I used.
I went to a private doctor in Bklyn. Heights
and all he did was cure me not embarrass
me.

Glad also that you decided to end the
Annual Conferences. I went to the last
ECHO in Wash. D.C. and it was just a
doll bore with dull people. Fortunately the
Nazi you wrote about livened things up.
The ECHO group is just trying to be nice
to the pr.blic and its officials - and they
are asking for forgiveness.

BROOKLYN

Sirs:
It's into the Army for me in July. I

am hoping that the Army will put me to
good use though one can never be sure
given some of the ignorance associated
with the services.

Found Bob Waltrip's "Billy Bates" ex-
tremely amusing but with the added touch
of poignancy that makes it memorable.
The Feb. and Mar. issues were right up
to par. I think we are beginning to make
a dent and it fills me with pride to be
associated with a leading part of the
struggle.

PITTSBURGH

Sirs:
In reply to Mr. Waltrips poem in the

February issue:
I don't know Bob, but I would say
(Just judging from his sneering manner),
That he is Young and somewhat Gay
And wears his youth quite like a banner.
I see him now, all bright and shiny
And saying to his friends and "tricks,"
"My hair is thick, my waist is tiny,
I never will be fifty-six."

PITTSBURGH
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